Andy Edwards’ NINE Most Popular Titles
All titles can be delivered as a keynote talk, master-class, training programme or coaching

1. ‘Why Can’t People Be More Like Me?’
Me? – Identify,
understand and APPRECIATE different styles!
If all of us thought and felt the same way –
some of us wouldn’t be necessary! Explore
the reality of your personal impact and the
benefits of identifying those wonderful
differences between us all.
What you will learn:
• Why we behave the way we do
• How people judge us – and what to do about it
• The common denominators of difference
• How to adapt and connect for better outcomes
___________________________________________________

2. I’ve Upped My Sales – Up Yours! – Uncovering the four
fundamental business growth secrets
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The difference between a large business
and a small one is usually measured in
turnover. So why not concentrate on the
activities that are specifically known to
increase your turnover.
What you will learn:
• What business is REALLY about (clue – not being busy!)
• The four areas of business growth – most concentrate on ONE
• Applied ‘Relationomics’ (Creating value from relationships)
• A question of worth, and why ‘Price’ can be unimportant
_______________________________________________

3. Who Do You Think You Are? – Seeing how others see us when
we’re on our best (and worst!) behaviour

What do people say about
ut you when
you’re not there? Assuming you
prefer the positive, you must ‘Know
Thyself’. The best communicators
recognise their strengths and
challenges. How do they do it?
What you will learn:
• Understand the psychology of human behaviour
• Recognise what strengths and challenges are really based on
• ‘Read’
d’ people almost instantly
• Develop emotional intelligence
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 Inspirational Speaking
 Thought Provoking
Master-Classes
 Motivational Training
 Focused Coaching
High level, entertaining
entertainin and
POWERFUL presentations on:
Business Relationships
Team Building
Motivation
Ethical Influencing
Self Awareness
Psychometric Profiling
Referral Generation
Business Growth
Emotional Intelligence
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Andy Edwards’ NINE Most Popular Titles
4. ‘Re£ationomic$’ – How to leverage tangible value from your
business relationships!
Andy Edwards is the founder of Re£ationomic$.
No man or woman is an island - and our success
invariably involves our ability to influence and
use others. But there’s ‘using’ people and
there’s AB-using them. Know the difference!
What you will learn:
• The Re£lationomic$ equation
• The fundamental currency of business
• How to put 46% on your turnover within a year
• How to adapt and connect for better outcomes
___________________________________________________

5. Motivation and Attitude! – Life’s not fair… but consider the
alternative (and get happy)!
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Advances in neuroscience have helped
us understand why we seek happiness.
What the scientists DON’T tell is
HOW!! Find out the stunning truth
about you, your attitude and whose
fault it all is!
What you will learn:
• ‘Ah yes but you’re LUCKY’…
… the role of good fortune
• Get more done with less resource
• Attitude is everything – the men in white coats confirm!
• The secret to happiness (this is a biggie!)
_______________________________________________

6. Understanding Your Team – Eradicate dysfunctional
behaviours for a high performing team

In any leadership position you will
have responsibility for a set of
people. How can you get them all
singing off the same hymn sheet?
Learn what the best Leaders know!

 Inspirational Speaking
 Thought Provoking
Master-Classes
 Motivational Training
 Focused Coaching
High level, entertaining
entertainin and
POWERFUL presentations on:
Business Relationships
Team Building
Motivation
Ethical Influencing
Self Awareness
Psychometric Profiling
Referral Generation
Business Growth
Emotional Intelligence

What you will learn:

•
•
•
•

Is it a ‘Can’t do’ our ‘Won’t do’?
Create your ‘Team Wheel’ to identify its pressure points
How to motivate individually – and inspire collectively
Why delegation fails up to 90% of the time
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7.. Networking With The Three ‘R’s – How to build Rapport,
develop a Relationship – and get a Result!
Done properly, professional networking
can pay very handsome dividends in
your business. However, most people
either dread the opportunity – or do it
very badly!
What you will learn:
• 10 reasons people say they network (and the 3 they forget)
• The ‘cost’ of poor networking
• Establish Rapport, build a Relationship and get a Result
• Networking techniques and secrets from the pros
___________________________________________________

8. Influencing Others – The six triggers of influence and how the
top persuaders use them
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Understand the underpinning
psychology and our ability to
influence others will increase
dramatically. For the best results,
understand the techniques – but also,
understand the person!
What you will learn:
• How to create and maintain ‘Understanding’
• The six influence triggers – and
an when to use them
• The difference between Influence and Manipulation
• Why different types are influenced in different ways
_______________________________________________

9. Confident and Competent Presenting – Master the art of
crowd-communication whether for profit, pitching or pleasure!

It is said that many people would prefer to
die than to present in public! And yet the
skills, resources and abilities to ‘wow’ an
audience exist in all of us (not just some).
How to the top speakers do it?

 Inspirational Speaking
 Thought Provoking
Master-Classes
 Motivational Training
 Focused Coaching
High level, entertaining
entertainin and
POWERFUL presentations on:
Business Relationships
Team Building
Motivation
Ethical Influencing
Self Awareness
Psychometric Profiling
Referral Generation
Business Growth
Emotional Intelligence

What you will learn:

•
•
•
•

Geography and Numbers (where and how many!)
Understanding your audience
Why the start (and the end)) are so important
Dealing with those pesky nerves!
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And There’s More! Additional Titles on Relationships,
Understanding Others, Influence, Attitude & Teams
Remember, all titles can be delivered as a motivational keynote talks at your conference; an inspiring
and thought-provoking
provoking Master Class at your AGM or staff convention; a bespoke training package for
your corporate teams – or as a one-to-one
one personal coaching programme.
1. Understanding behaviour – Learn an accessible model for reading people ‘from the off’
non
2. Body Language – Develop an understanding of what people say with their gestures and non-verbals
3. ‘NOBS’ and ‘WIMPS’ – Time management techniques for the busy business person
4. Developing the sales relationship – how to become the buyer’ ‘Trusted Advisor’
5. Professional Networking – Accountants and solicitors network badly - rise above the others immediately
professio
and personally develop others
6. Coaching skills – Learn how to professionally
7. What to say in answer to ‘What do YOU do?’
do? – Develop your response for the ‘Unforgiving Minute’
8. The Value Proposition – Developing your unique selling point to diminish the importance of ‘Price’
9. How Long Have We Got? – Steps towards a fulfilled life; the journey from crappy to happy!
happy
10. Going the extra mile inch – Encouraging discretionary effort in self and others
11. From Stressed to Best – Understanding and dealing with pressure in self and others
12. Leadership Vs Management – A view on the different skills and attitudes needed for each of these roles
13. Adapting and Connecting – Understanding, appreciating and working with others’ preferences
14. DOA. Dead On Arrival? – No! Delegate, Outsource, Automate – the recipe for getting things done
15. Dysfunctional Business Relationships – Understand
nderstand and deal with difficult people internally or externally
16. What Happened (and what did you make it mean?) – Taking responsibility and becoming accountable
17. Beyond Mars and Venus – Learn about the other two planets! Psychology
P
for the personal relationships
18. More People, Buying More, More Often - and For Longer – Discover the hidden turnover in your business

…is one of the UK’s top business and conference speakers and founder of
‘Re£ationomic$’ – helping you create tangible value from business relationships.
His motivational, entertaining, thought-provoking
thought
presentations are enjoyed across
the UK, Europe, Middle East, USA and beyond.
Whether a conference, AGM, away--day, business meeting or event, find out how
Andy can help your audience increase their understanding and appreciation of how
valuable (and often delicate!) business relationships can be… And what to do to
capitalise on the differences in the people around us!
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What Are People Saying
About Andy Edwards?
“Andy is an engaging and entertaining
speaker, trainer and coach – whose
understanding of how to apply the Insights
colour model,, founded upon Jungian
psychology, is second to none.”
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Dr Dave Richards, PhD, FIoD, FRSA Psychologist,
Strategist, Innovator

“I attended the National HBAA Forum and
was lucky enough to have seen Andy’s
And
Keynote. He was excellent and probably
one of the best presenters that I have seen
at an industry event.”
Louise Lowe, Director of Sales at Conference Care
(award-winning event management company)

“II run a successful business growth
organisation – Andy is the only presenter
(and, believe me, I have seen many) who
can hold my clients spellbound for three
full hours at a time”.
Broadcaster, Entrepreneur and CEO at Growth (UK) Ltd

 Inspirational Speaking
 Thought Provoking
Master-Classes
 Motivational Training
 Focused Coaching
WHY BOOK ANDY TO SPEAK
AT YOUR NEXT EVENT?
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

15 years of delivering high
h
level, entertaining and
POWERFUL presentations
Author of the revolutionary
new book Re£ationomic$
Regular guest in media
broadcasts, national press
and blogging sites
Head coach for the unique
BALANCE Experience
Regularly voted
vote as ‘Best
Speaker in Conference’
Internationally acknowledged
trainer
rainer
Accredited in numerous
psychometric instruments

Andy on the international speaking circuit with (clockwise from top right)
‘Dragon Slayer’ Levi Roots (Reggae Reggae Sauce), Newsreader Sir Trevor
McDonald, Broadcaster,, Actor, Author and former MP Gyles Brandreth and
TV Personality, Broadcaster and Author Dr David Bull
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